EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

“

Sue Schwartz, FAICP
Planning Director

“Nothing is constant but change.”

“
”

Heraclitus

So what does a Greek philosopher from 500 BC have in common
with a pop icon from the 1980’s? Their quotes sum up how we feel
about change in our community. Since the fall of 2017, we have
been taking our friend Ferris’ advice, we have been looking around
our city together to remind ourselves just what makes Greensboro
remarkable. The adversities we have overcome, the progress we have
made, and the indelible marks we have made on our nation’s history.

We also took the time to see how we have changed, and how the
world is changing around us. Knowing that change is constant, a
city’s comprehensive plan is a guide for the community on how,
where, and what kind of change will make Greensboro even better for
future generations. One of our biggest takeaways is not only that the
rate of change around us is faster than ever before, but that we are
also living in an era of “disruptors”: changes that are so dramatic, that
they alter the trajectory of growth. Examples? Autonomous vehicles,
5G networks, on-line shopping, to name a few.
So what are the changes that Greensboro as a city must prepare for?
•

More choices for where and how we live. Approximately 67%
of us live in one- and two-person households. A majority of us
desire more walkable places to live that provide better access to
services, recreation, and our work.

•

More choices for how we get from place to place. In addition to
walking more, new technology is changing how we think about
getting from place to place, from autonomous vehicles to the
popularity of micromobility options, like scooters and bike share
services. This calls for a close look at the distances and quality of
connections between where people live, work, and shop.

•

How we earn a living and how we shop are changing.
This means our local economy is evolving, too. Historically,
Greensboro has always made things: primarily furniture,
textiles, and tobacco products. Now that spirit is broader and
encompasses a range of activities from the largest maker space
in the southeast (with demand for more), to making small jets.
The growth of online shopping exploded in the last year, and
its growth is expected to accelerate, continuing to change the
businesses that make up a large part of our City.
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”

“Life moves pretty fast. If you don’t stop and look
around once in a while, you could miss it.”

DRAFT

Ferris Bueller
How are we responding to these and other changes? Our plan is
framed by Six Big Ideas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Filling in Our Framework
Creating Great Places
Becoming Car Optional
Prioritizing Sustainability
Building Community Connections
Growing Economic Competitiveness

Each has goals and strategies to guide Greensboro towards bringing
those Six Big Ideas to life. The ideas are big, but taking intentional
steps that might seem small or unrelated will add up to a better
future for us all.
The most important thing to know? This is GREENSBORO’s Plan!
Since the fall of 2017, staff has actively sought input on more than
150 occasions, ranging from traditional community workshops,
to pop-ups at public events and local retailers, to presentations at
civic clubs or neighborhood associations, and at focus groups with
the development community and environmental interests, among
others. These discussions were a rich resource of ideas and concerns,
as well as reminders of what makes us uniquely Greensboro.
Throughout this document we have highlighted quotes from these
conversations to remind us where these ideas are from.
The second most important thing to know is that the conversations
are far from over! Throughout this process it became clear that
Greensboro needs more area plans for development guidance, in
areas that are dealing with growth pressures, in areas to leverage
economic development investments, and in areas in need of
reinvestment. These plans are most effective when all stakeholders
are fully involved in their development and implementation.
The PLANIT GSO process has been a wonderful adventure. Learning
more about our community, our people and dreaming about what
is possible for our future. A future the people of Greensboro are
committed to. As we transition from our planning process, PLANIT
GSO, to our comprehensive plan, GSO2040, we move forward with
the community’s hopes and dreams and Greensboro's determination
to make it happen.

GSO2040
PLAN COMPONENTS

GSO2040 expresses the community’s vision for what it wants to be in 2040 and creates a broad framework of
policies for achieving that vision. These policies are based on extensive public input and conversation, a review
of data about the current state of the city, alignment of existing plans from City departments, collaboration with
community partners, and a review of current trends affecting cities across the country. The Plan uses several key
pieces to describe our current values, the vision of what we want to achieve, and the goals and strategies we will
use to get there.

COMMUNITY VALUES
VISION
THE BEST
MID-SIZE
CITY IN
AMERICA.

THE GREENEST
CITY IN THE
SOUTHEAST.

EQUITABLE,
DIVERSE,
AND
INCLUSIVE.

MAKING
WE
MAKE
HISTORY.
HISTORY.

A CITY OF
INSPIRATION.

BIG IDEAS

FILLING IN OUR
FRAMEWORK

CREATING
GREAT
PLACES

GOALS

BECOMING CAROPTIONAL

STRATEGIES
DRAFT

PRIORITIZING
SUSTAINABILITY

BUILDING
COMMUNITY
CONNECTIONS

GROWING
ECONOMIC
COMPETITIVENESS

IMPLEMENTATION
5-YEAR
STRATEGIC PLAN
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PART 1

BUILDING THE VISION
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

WHAT IS GSO2040?

MANAGING CHANGE

The greatest, most memorable cities don’t just happen. There is a roadmap that has
guided them to become places of lasting value and opportunity for all residents,
and destinations visitors desire to return to. That roadmap is a guide to a shared
vision for the future and is called the comprehensive plan; GSO2040 is the City of
Greensboro’s adopted Comprehensive Plan. The Plan provides a common touch
point to align projects, programs, and policies with the community’s vision for the
future. The updated plan will help residents, employers, and community institutions
understand how they each play a role in Greensboro’s roadmap for success.

GSO2040 PROVIDES THE CITY OF GREENSBORO WITH:

GUIDING THE CITY’S FUTURE

The Comprehensive Plan conveys where and how Greensboro can best progress:
what places need thoughtful reinvestment, what places can best support growth,
and what types of development we want throughout city. The Plan builds on
the city’s history and strengths and respects who and what makes Greensboro a
great city and is organized around the community’s shared values, principles, and
priorities.
The plan coordinates land use, transportation, economic development, and capital
improvement plans, as well as small area, redevelopment, and neighborhood plans.
The Plan maps a path from the present to the future as a guide to the decisions
about growth and change and all the individual elements of community that
combine to comprise a livable, sustainable and resilient City of Greensboro.

“

A comprehensive plan gives voice to a community’s aspirations for the future. It
provides a clear, concise vision, and goals that are memorable, easy to understand,
and that reflect a broad base of community input. Cities cannot predict all the
challenges they will face in the next 20 years, but tying policies and programs to
long-term goals the community identifies as priorities allows a city to make the
necessary changes to stay on track and achieve a shared vision.

•

A clear, concise vision that is memorable, easy to understand, and reflects
everyone’s input.

•

A cohesive set of policies organized around our shared values that promote
broad community ownership.

•

A land use guide based on desired development patterns, which coordinates
with transportation and economic development policies and features
strategies to successfully manage change.

•

Measures of success related to the vision and shared values identified through
the planning process, with checkpoints to ensure that course corrections and
needed updates are identified and addressed in a timely manner.

•

An implementation guide that identifies action steps and methods for
achieving Greensboro’s vision.

“A vision and commitment to think outside the box
and inspire citizens and visitors with truly innovative
methods of growth and change.”

”

Survey Response, 2018
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USER’S GUIDE

GSO2040 is a policy document used by city leaders and staff, developers, business
owners, and residents to inform and guide land use and policy decisions.

PLAN DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
RESEARCH AND BACKGROUND

As Used by City Staff

Three essential resources were created as part of the background work of creating
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The percentage of growth since
2000 is higher than national
and state rates, but not as high
as other large North Carolina
cities. Greensboro is projected
to grow by 60,000 people over
the next 20 years.

KEY FINDINGS

Based on growth rate captured by the US Census Bureau’s American Community Survey
and analysis estimates by North Carolina Office of State Budget and Management.

changing and diversifying:

vary strongly between census tracts across the City
and also vary greatly across races and ethnicities.
Since 2005, the poverty rate has been far higher than
state and national rates nearly every year with some
extreme variations from year to year. There were
over 36,000 more Greensboro residents living below
the poverty line in 2016 than there were in•2000. Housing

 Household size is shrinking and fewer households
include children.
 More households rent than own.

We have housing challenges.

 People want more transportation options.
 Walkable, mixed-use neighborhoods and places are
desired.

affordability: there are not enough options
for people at different income levels from the very
poor, to middle income families, to new-to-the-workforce singles.
•
Location: many available, affordable housing options
of Greensboro
are in places that make travel for jobs and services an
residents surveyed
additional cost burden.
prefer a walkable
Our economy
is in transition.
•
Quality: instances of inadequate upkeep and
community with
There are fewer manufacturing jobs and more service
vacancies can have a large impact on overall
small
yards
jobs, which are generally lower paying. Median earnings have increased, but not as much as the state, neighborhood quality.

Greensboro
Our population
is aging.is growing. cies or new types of retail focused on creating experiences.
The share Greensboro
of Greensboro’s population
that is olderto
is grow by
is projected
60,000 people over the
increasingnext
and the-400
share
that
is
younger
is
decreasing.
20 years.
The percentage of growth since 2000 is higher
acres
60,000The large number
of older people will have an increasthan national
and state rates, but not as high as other large
of Heavy
ing impact on access to health services, appropriate
peoplehousing, andNorth
Carolina
cities.
Industrial
entertainment.
The loss
of younger gen Changes in the retail sector are generating vacan-

54%

land

erations, including Millennials, is troubling as it may
create a vacuum in the employment pool and diminish
the overall vitality of the community.

52,172

We have housing challenges.

nation, or other North Carolina cities.

The quality of housing in Greensboro is generally
good, but instances of inadequate upkeep and
vacancies can have a large impact on neighborThe share of Greensboro's population that is older is increasing
and the share that
hood value and family health. Safe housing with
is younger is decreasing. The large number of older people
will
have an
access to
employment
and increasing
services at a variety of
affordability
levels should be available across
impact on access to health services, appropriate housing,
and entertainment.
Greensboro.

Our population is aging.

number of people living

Our economy is in transition.

The loss
of younger
generations,
including millennials, is troubling as it may
below
poverty
level
inis2018
Industrial
land
important.
changing
fast.
create a vacuum
in
the
employment
pool and diminishThe
theworld
overallisvitality
of the
versusThe26,107
in 2000
largest decrease
in land
Changes in technology, the climate, and the economy
community.
use since the last Comprehensive Plan has been heavy
industrial with the loss of
over 400 acres. Future job
growth may be hurt if there
is a continued loss of land
available for manufacturing,
distribution, and other industrial uses.

are happening at a more rapid pace than any time in
history. Uncertainty about the future
makes it difficult to anticipate longterm developments in technology, the
retail market, and transportation demand. Adaptability, resiliency, and
nimbleness are critical for Greensboro
to succeed in the future.

Industrial land is important.
-400 acres
of Heavy
Industrial
land

Future job growth may be hurt if there is a continued
loss of land available for manufacturing, distribution,
and other industrial uses. The largest decrease in land
use since the last Comprehensive Plan has been heavy
industrial with the loss of over 400 acres.

There are fewer manufacturing jobs and more
service jobs, which are generally lower paying.
Median earnings have increased, but not
as much as the state, nation, or other North
Carolina cities.

60,000
people

-400 acres
of Heavy
Industrial
land
-400 acres
60,000
of Heavy
people
Industrial
Many people live in poverty.

52,172
52,172
number of people living
below poverty level in 2018
versus 26,107 in 2000

land
Over 26,000 more Greensboro residents were
living below the poverty line in 2018 than in 2000.
Differences in wealth, income, and unemployment
vary strongly between census tracts across the city
and also vary greatly across races and ethnicities.

number of people living
below poverty level in 2018
versus 26,107 in 2000

2,172

We want different things.

The world is changing fast.

People’s needs and preferences are changing.
•
The size of households is shrinking. Sixty-seven percent of Greensboro
households are now 1 or 2 person.
mber of people
living
•
We want more ways to get around instead of being completely dependent on
poverty level
in 2018
cars.
sus 26,107
in 2000
•
There
is a strong preference for mixed-use, walkable neighborhoods. We buy
more things online, changing the need for bricks and mortar retail space.
•
We want to hang out and shop in interesting places that provide new
experiences.

Changes in technology, the climate, and the
economy are happening more rapidly than at any
time in history. Developments in technology, the
retail market, transportation, and other areas create
exciting opportunities that are difficult to predict.
Adaptability, resiliency, and nimbleness are critical
for Greensboro to succeed in the future.
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COMMUNITY PREFERENCES SURVEY RESULTS

Neighborhood Choice

In November 2017, the National Association of Realtors conducted a statistically
valid survey asking Greensboro residents about available transportation and
housing options and what their priorities would be for selecting a new place to live.
This Greensboro-specific version of the Community Preference Survey conducted
every two years in the country’s 50 largest metropolitan areas was the first
conducted solely in a local market. The survey was conducted at the request of and
in coordination with our local Greensboro Regional Realtors Association.
Survey questions covered commuting distances, transportation options, and
preferences in house size, yard size, and between detached and attached houses.
The full survey can be found at Community Preference Survey. A summary of the
results includes the following:

High Level of Satisfaction

Overall, 54% of residents state a preference for living in walkable communities in
homes with smaller yards, and 41% state a preference for a suburban community
and larger yards. More specifically, preferences differ between generations, and
for households with children. Adding options for short commutes and attached
housing also changes preferences.
•

Younger generations are much more likely than older generations to prioritize
walkability and a short commute to work over a detached house and large yard,
with at least half of millennials describing those characteristics as “very” important.
Those with children living at home prefer a detached house, even if they have to
drive more and have longer commutes to work.

Nine out of ten residents are either “very” or “somewhat” satisfied with their quality
of life, with nearly half saying they are “very” satisfied. This is a higher number than
reported for the top 50 metropolitan areas surveyed every two years.

Top Priorities

Maintaining and repairing roads and highways is by far the top priority both for
Greensboro residents and nationally. Greensboro residents rated the following
items as higher priorities than the national survey:
•

building more sidewalks (59% high priority);

•

expanding public transportation; and

•

providing more transportation alternatives.

The latter two priorities, as well as building more roads to alleviate traffic
congestion, are especially preferred among non-white Greensboro residents.

Transportation

About half of the respondents currently travel for work or school, and 93% of them
do so in a private vehicle.

Walkable Neighborhoods

The more walkable people reported their neighborhood to be, the more
satisfied they are with their quality of life. Two-thirds said that having sidewalks
and destinations to walk to was “very important” in deciding where to live. The
preference for walkability was stronger for younger adults, particularly millennials.

Short Commutes

In addition to walkable neighborhoods, over half the responses indicated that
having a short commute and being close to a highway were important in deciding
where to live.
9 |GSO 2040 Comprehensive Plan

33% of respondents prefer to live in walkable communities with short
commutes, no matter the tradeoffs in yard size and housing type; although
25% prefer homes with bigger yards even when it means more driving.
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PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT PROCESS

The planning process for GSO2040 was called PLANIT GSO and started with public
engagement. All of these were opportunities to get input, raise awareness, and
get residents signed up for project updates. Public engagement began in 2017
with small pop-up events in the spring, and built to bigger events in the fall and
winter including a presence at the National Folk Festival. Throughout the process,
engagement was focused on several areas: traditional public meetings; pop-ups
to interact with people gathered at existing events; a strong online presence;
presentations to organizations like civic groups and neighborhoods; and a speaker
series.

•

Community Wide Public Meetings

The first city-wide community open house was the project kick-off meeting and
celebration held in October of 2018 downtown at Center City Park. Following
this, a series of six community meetings was held at City Recreation Centers
across the city. In March 2019 an all-day event, the PLANIT GSO2040 Fair, was
held at the Central Library. All these events were heavily publicized from a
variety of platforms, from word-of-mouth to social media.
All the events included specific activities to get input, but also to accomodate
participants who could only arrive at the meeting as their schedule allowed. In
addition to gathering public comments and feedback on Plan elements as they
were being created, a major emphasis at all of these meetings was to create an
environment where attendees could talk to each other about issues of concern.

•

World Café Meeting at Glenwood Recreation Center

•

Online

•

Other

Pop-Up Meetings

Making it easy for participants to engage in the process was a key component.
To engage more people in conversations, the City held pop-up meetings
at existing events where people were already gathered, which created
opportunities to gather input from all across the City.
Staff set up booths at events ranging from the National Folk Festival, farmers
markets, the Juneteenth Celebration, flea markets, road races, and holiday
parades to name a few. Staff would “pop up” in small venues as well like coffee
shops and outdoor events. City libraries also hosted stand-alone survey stations
where comments could be left.

Staff regularly published online surveys that supplemented and ran parallel
to other public engagement. Facebook, Twitter, and NextDoor were used to
publicize events, raise awareness about trends and planning concepts, and
hold conversations. Online contests were a fun way to get input, for example,
“To GSO with Love,” held in the weeks prior to Valentine’s day in 2018.
Presentations to groups and organizations accounted for a large number
of public outreach activities. Staff made dozens of presentations to
neighborhood and civic organizations, and made sure to offer this opportunity
to organizations across the city. Staff also worked closely with internal City
departments and boards and commissions to educate and obtain their insight
on comprehensive plan initiatives. The Speaker Series brought nationally
recognized experts to Greensboro to speak on specific aspects that the
comprehensive plan addresses. More information on the Speaker’s Series is
available on page 14.

World Café Meeting at Smith Senior Recreation Center
Pop-up event at Run for the Greenway
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PUBLIC INPUT SUMMARY

From the many conversations and survey responses gathered from public input,
a few key themes emerged.
•
•
•
•
•
•

A Sense of Community
The Value of Outdoor Amenities
Concern About Growing
Keeping the Green in Greensboro
Addressing Housing Concerns
More Transportation Options

“

“Not all new development is respecting the land.
Developers have a responsibility to restore trees and
landscaping and to seriously consider traffic coming
out of their developments.”

A Sense of Community
Residents from across the city stated that one of the best things about Greensboro
is its people and its sense of community. We heard that Greensboro was a more
open and engaging community than most other places they had visited or lived.

“

“Greensboro is the perfect place to raise a family. It
is big enough to attract lots of performance, arts and
culture but small enough to have a strong sense of
community and convenience. “
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“

”

“I love the huge number of well maintained parks and
trails we have. Never seen anything else like it! The parks
and rec system, hybrid city buses and it’s dedication to
being beautiful. There’s no place like home.”

”

Online Survey Response, 2019

Keeping the Green in Greensboro
Being a “green” community is important to people across Greensboro. They want to
plant trees and preserve greenspace, but also want more sustainable development
patterns, more use of renewable energy, greater transportation options, and the
recruitment of innovative “green” businesses.

“Not only greenspaces but being a truly green
city with energy, recycling, use of alternative
fuels and resources.”

Scuppernong Books Pop-Up, 2017

The Value of Outdoor Amenities
Residents commented positively that our trails, greenspaces, and numerous
parks help attract visitors and retain residents, while creating a sense of place
and vibrancy throughout the City. They also emphasized the need to preserve
greenspace as the City grows.

“

Concern about Growing
Residents see the positive aspects of growth, but have concerns about how it will
occur. There is support for business growth and growth downtown, but anxiety
about the location and type of growth that may occur in and around existing
neighborhoods and greenspaces.

”

Griffin Recreation Center, 2017

Addressing Housing Concerns
Residents expressed concern about housing affordability and maintenance.
Specific suggestions ranged from increasing the availability of supportive services
to fostering public-private partnerships that lower rental costs and bolster
economic development opportunities. They also spoke about the impact that
poorly maintained housing has on health and overall neighborhood quality.

“
”

”

“There needs to be a variety of affordable and
livable homes.

Love Letter Event Response, 2018
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Online Survey Response, 2019

ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Representatives from 20 of the
City’s established board and
commissions came together to
form an Advisory Committee in the
summer of 2018. This Committee
played a vital role in the plan
development process as a sounding
board and by providing feedback,
as well as assisting with the public
engagement process. Committee
members not only advised staff on
strategies for outreach, but also were
actively engaged as facilitators and
participants at meetings and events.
Pop-up event at Greensboro Folk Festival 2017

More Transportation Options
Many residents expressed interest in having more ways to get around the city. They
suggested adding sidewalks, greenways, trails, and upfitting neighborhood streets
to allow more places to walk and cycle for transportation and for exercise. A desire
for more comfortable public transit with shorter and more consistent wait times
was also expressed.

“

“While walkability and bikeability is improving,
public transportation needs improvement and ways
to attract new riders without negatively affecting
current users.”

”

Advisory Committee members
brought tremendous experience
and a broad range of opinions to the
table. Many had served on multiple
boards and commissions, and their
understanding of City operations,
how City policies are used on a daily
basis, and the relationships between
the City and other community groups
was invaluable. Advisory Committee
members and the boards and
commissions they represent can be
found in the Acknowledgements, on
page 2.

Councilman and Advisory Committee Chair Justin Outling

UNCG Geography Club, 2017

David Parrish, City Manager speaking to attendees at the Lewis Recreation Center

Comprehensive Plan Advisory Commitee Meeting
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PlanIT GSO Public Engagement Process
PLANIT
As part of our public input process titled PlanIT GSO,
staff conducted several phases of public outreach in
three forms: Public Meetings, Pop-up Meetings, and
Online Surveys.

150+

6,000+

engagement
events were held
over two years

The Planning Department began gathering input in
the fall of 2017 at the annual North Carolina Folk
Festival. Three basic questions were asked, and the
following topics were mentioned the most:

people were reached to
share ideas and help
shape GSO 2040

What makes Greensboro special?
People
Parks and Open Spaces
Greenery
What needs to change to make Greensboro better?
Improved transportation, transit and pedestrian
opportunities
Continued improvement of the Downtown
More vibrant places
In 20 years, I’d like to Greensboro to be known for...
Its rich arts and culture community
Its people and the sense of community
Its diversity

POP-UP MEETINGS

ONLINE SURVEYS +
SOCIAL MEDIA

Typical public meetings and
focus group meetings
scheduled, organized and led
by Planning Department

Existing events organized by
others (festivals, meetings of
civic groups or neighborhood
associations, places where
people gather)

Surveys online mirrored
questions asked at other
events, and social media was
used to advertise events,
surveys, and information
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PUBLIC MEETINGS

SPEAKER SERIES

The PLANIT GSO Speaker Series brought nationally known experts in
community design and development to Greensboro to highlight the
latest trends taking place in U.S. cities.

Please visit greensboro-nc.gov/planitgso
to access recorded videos of most of the
presentations referenced below.

2017
Dan Parolek

October 19, 2017
”Missing Middle:
Responding to the
Demand for Walkable
Urban Living”

Kol Peterson
March 13, 2018

”Accessory
Dwelling Units:
A New/Old Idea
that is Reshaping
Cities”

Caroline Dwyer

Parris
Glendening
March 27, 2018

Chris Leinberger

Geoff Anderson

November 28, 2017
”Growing an
Amazing City:
Greensboro”

2018 Majora Carter

November 5, 2018
”Community
as Corporation:
How Taent-retention Strategies
in Low Status
Communities can
Drive Properity
from Within”

April 11 & 12, 2018
”Placemaking and
Management:
Addressing Market
Demand for
Walkable Urbanism
in the Knowledge
Economy”

”Investments in
Smart Planning:
How Housing
Builds our
Economy”

2019

March 6, 2019

Kristen Jeffers

Bruce Katz

Henry Cisneros

”Planning
for a Healthy
Community- Past,
Present, and
Future”

”An American
Expat on the
Future of her
Hometown”

”New Localism:
Building on our
Strengths”

”The Equitable
City: Property,
Opportunity,
Leadership”

April 18, 2019

September 24 & 25,
2019
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CHAPTER 2: HISTORY OF GREENSBORO

Located in Guilford County in the heart of the central Piedmont region of North
Carolina, Greensboro is approximately halfway between Washington DC and
Atlanta, and midway between Charlotte and Raleigh. Greensboro is a forward
looking city with a deep respect for the past. Connections to the past are evident
throughout the city.

Early History

A review of Greensboro’s history is vital to understanding the Greensboro of today,
and for guiding our future growth and development. The area saw historically
significant events before the town was incorporated and has been home to distinct
communities that have come together over time as a single community.

Guilford County was settled in the mid-1700s by English, German, and Scotch-Irish
immigrants. Quakers from Pennsylvania and New England brought with them
deeply held convictions about the injustice of slavery and the rationality of human
rights, and their influence is still felt today.

Greensboro’s reputation as a community where social justice and equity are strong
values has deep roots. Quakers were early leaders in the abolition movement
and helped fugitive slaves escape along the Underground Railroad segment
that traversed the woods around the New Garden Boarding School. During the
Civil War, New Garden Quakers were persecuted for their refusal to serve in the
Confederate army, and Quaker men hid in the woods to avoid conscription.

Unlike many cities in the south and the east, “Greensborough” did not begin as
a settlement on a river or at a colonial crossroads. In 1808, a political decision
to move government offices to the geographic center of the county for the
convenience of all citizens started this small town on the path to becoming the city
it is today. This spirit of cooperation is still a defining quality of Greensboro.

Greensboro is named after General Nathanael Greene, who was instrumental in
turning the tide of the Revolutionary War at the Battle of Guilford Courthouse
in 1781. Today Guilford Courthouse National Military Park is a National Historic
Landmark and a green oasis in a rapidly developing part of the city.

Local college and high school students led Sit-Ins at the Woolworth’s lunch counter
in 1960, which sparked non-violent protests against racial segregation across the
South. The Quaker community aided conscientious objectors during the Vietnam
War, and Greensboro has had one of the country’s largest refugee resettlement
programs. Acknowledging and celebrating our history is an important element of
how Greensboro defines itself.
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Even though it lacked the natural advantage of a river, Greensboro became a hub
for transportation and commerce, due in large measure to the efforts of local
businessman and state governor John Motley Morehead. Morehead raised money
for a railroad that would move people and goods across the state from Morehead
City to Charlotte. Construction began in Greensboro in 1851, and soon 60 trains
were arriving and departing daily on tracks running in seven directions.
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Hotels and restaurants sprang up near the depot to serve passengers making
connections to destinations all over the eastern seaboard, and the term “Gate
City” was coined. Sawmills, foundries, and furniture factories were just some of the
industries that opened along the railroad tracks as Greensboro’s economy began
to flourish. Today Greensboro is still known as the Gate City and is a logistics hub
with a transportation network that rivals many larger cities.
Greensboro was a small town for most of the nineteenth century, but with the
rise of textile manufacturing near the end of the century, the population began to
grow dramatically. By 1920 Greensboro was a city of nearly 20,000 and the third
largest in the state, surpassing older cities such as Wilmington and Salisbury.

Economic Growth

Almost from the beginning, Greensboro’s economy was tied to cotton. The first
steam powered cotton mill in North Carolina opened in Greensboro in 1834.
In 1893, attracted to Greensboro by its advantageous rail service and low-cost
labor, the Cone brothers moved their Cone Export and Commission Company
from New York. In 1895, they opened Proximity Mill, named for its proximity to
the cotton fields. Revolution Mill opened in 1899 and became the world’s largest
flannel producer. White Oak, built between 1902 and 1905, was the largest cotton
mill in the south and produced more denim than any other mill in the world. In
the northeast part of the city, the Cones built hundreds of homes for their workers
in villages surrounding their mills.
By 1940, Greensboro was home to some of the world’s leading textile
manufacturers including Cone Mills, Burlington Mills, Blue Bell, and Mock Judson
Voehringer, and the city’s population had grown to 60,000. One of the city’s
largest hotels was named “King Cotton” and the Latham Park neighborhood was
named for a prominent cotton broker.
Tobacco also played a major role in the City’s economy. At one time there were
14 cigar makers, and it was second only to Tampa in cigar production. By the late
1900s, Greensboro was a major marketplace for tobacco grown throughout the
region. The Lorillard Tobacco Company built a massive cigarette plant east of
downtown and was the country’s oldest continuously operating tobacco company
until it was purchased by ITG Brands in 2014. Textiles and tobacco provided jobs
for thousands of Greensboro residents for most of the twentieth century. The
steep decline of textile manufacturing, and to a lesser extent tobacco, during the
last decades of the century disrupted and changed the local economy.
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Greensboro became a major insurance and banking center in the first decades
of the twentieth century. Home to Jefferson Standard (now Lincoln Financial)
and other large life insurance companies, Greensboro was once known as “the
Hartford of South.” When it was constructed in 1929, the Jefferson Standard
Building, at the corner of Market and Elm Streets was one of the tallest and
most architecturally distinctive skyscrapers in the South. The building has
been carefully restored and remains a centerpiece of the City’s unique identity.
Security National Bank in Greensboro merged with American Commercial Bank
to form North Carolina National Bank which, through subsequent mergers and
acquisitions, is now Bank of America.

Twentieth Century Growth

Spurred by the development of streets, trolleys, and electric streetcars, Greensboro grew outward from the central business district. In 1923, Greensboro’s
municipal limits were extended for the third time, and the land area had grown to
18 square miles.
In 1928, the Tri-City Airport opened in the Friendship community west of Greensboro at the Lindley Field, which was once part of the Lindley Nurseries. Today,
with new runways, a network of highways, and a shipping hub in place, Piedmont
Triad International Airport is one of the most important economic engines of the
region.
Greensboro was selected as the site of a huge training camp and departure point
during World War II because of its excellent transportation network. The largest
military base in any American city, Overseas Replacement Depot (ORD), operated
from 1943 through 1946. After the war many of the barracks and supply quarters
were converted to industrial uses and warehouses. Today the area along East
Bessemer Avenue is still referred to as “ORD.”
Soon after World War II ended, Greensboro began to see suburban expansion
as the automobile opened up the surrounding countryside to residential development. Greensboro’s central business district suffered in competition with
shopping centers and malls during the 1960s and 1970s, and by 1980, vacant
storefronts outnumbered active businesses. But like many American cities, a
downtown revival has been taking place and has accelerated in the last decade.
North Carolina’s first and largest Urban Renewal project was in Greensboro.
Warnersville, established shortly after the Civil War as a planned African
American community, was declared blighted in the late 1950s and slated for
redevelopment. Once a vibrant neighborhood with homes, churches, and
businesses, it was totally cleared and rebuilt with suburban-style houses
and apartments, forever altering the character of the neighborhood. African
American-owned businesses were removed, and a major thoroughfare was built
through the heart of the neighborhood.
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Greensboro is located at the top of the Cape Fear River Watershed, and its
water supply is dependent on rain water captured in reservoirs. From 1998
through 2002, the City suffered historic drought conditions that caused
economic and personal hardship for many of its residents. Randleman Lake
came online in 2010, guaranteeing the City’s water supply for the next 50 years.

Arts and Culture

Greensboro has long been known for its arts. William Sydney Porter, better
known as short story writer O. Henry, was born in Greensboro in 1862. In the
1870s and 80s, Albion Tourgée was a prolific and popular novelist, who, some
scholars have argued, was one of the most important American writers of his
day. His book “A Fool’s Errand” was based in part on his experiences living in
Greensboro after the Civil War. During the 1950s and 1960s Woman’s College,
now the University of North Carolina at Greensboro, was a haven for some of
America’s finest poets and novelists, and visiting writers included Robert Frost,
Flannery O’Connor, Robert Penn Warren, and Eudora Welty.
The Magnolia House Motel, now restored and on the National Register of
Historic Places, accommodated traveling African-Americans during the era
of segregation. The Motel was included in the “Green Book” that listed safe
businesses for traveling African-Americans. Many accomplished musicians,
artists, and athletes stayed there, as did the families of students attending
Bennett College.
Greensboro has a long history as a seat of higher education. New Garden
Boarding School, now Guilford College, was chartered by the Quaker Society
of Friends in 1834 and was the first coeducational institution in the South and
third in the United States. In 1838, Greensboro College became the first
chartered college for women in North Carolina. Bennett College was founded in
1873 as a school for freedmen and is one of only two historically black colleges
for women in the nation. The University of North Carolina at Greensboro
was started in 1891 as the State Normal and Industrial College and is still
remembered fondly as “WC” for Woman’s College of the University of North
Carolina. North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University, now
the largest historically black college or university (HBCU) in the nation, was
established in 1891 as the Agricultural and Mechanical College for the Colored
Race and was the first land grant college for people of color in North Carolina.
Guilford Technical Community College opened in 1958 on the site of the
Guilford County Tuberculosis Sanatorium and is the third largest in the North
Carolina Community College System. Total enrollment for the city’s colleges and
universities is estimated at over 60,000.
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